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Abstract

We consider multiple species of anyons characterized by different statistical parameters.

First, we redefine the anyonic algebra and then generalize this definition by constructing the

anyonic superalgebra. Finally, we use these tools to generalize the fractional supersymmetry

already discussed in [1].
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1 Introduction

In two-dimensional space R2, the particles interpolate between bosons and fermions, so-

called anyons™. This kind of particles has fractional spin and is characterized by fractinal

statistics which are different from Bose and Fermi statistics. This latter point was discussed by

J. M. Leinaas and J. Myrheim in reference [3] for identical particles in R2, such that the notion

of quantum statistics is based on fact that the classical configuration space for two-dimensional

identical particles have peculiar topological structures. The fractional statistics are also de-

scribed by the Chern-Simons theory (CST)^1 ^, where Wilczek has defined anyons as charged

bosons or fermions attached to magnetic flux tubes. Yet, the CST was used by several authors

leading to a second quantized version of anyons. This last point was also studied by others in

the algebraic point of view by constructing the creation and the annihilation anyonic operators

basing on the Jordan-Wigner transformation^ on the two-dimensional lattice. In the latter

study, the transformation operators are deeply related to the CS term. Which can be explained

in the definition of the angle function on the lattice which is nothing but the real angle on R2.

In this context, we could use, in our previous paper [1], these tools to study the N = 2

fractional supersymmetry (FSUSY) by considering anyons which were generalized from bosonic

and fermionic anyons to quonic ones. Such that the FSUSY is seen as a generalization of ordi-

nary supersymmetry (SUSY)''' °> "• ™\ for which we can find a large studies^*1 ^ ' ^> 14, 15]

in different contexts; some of these deal with complex Grassmann variables and quonic operators.

Then, in this paper, we are generalizing the FSUSY by considering multispecies of anyons^"'.

We firstly redefine the algebra of anyonic system characterized by different fractional statis-

tics. By using this result we construct the superalgebra associated to this system. Finally,

we introduce the generalized fractional supersymmetry (GFSUSY) by defining the generalized

supercharges operators and by discussing the GFSUSY Hamiltonian operator which describes

multispecies anyonic system.

2 Algebra of different species of anyons

Let us consider one system of n types of anyonsL ' characterized by different statistical pa-

rameters denoted v^ = e*%J j, i,j = 1, ...,n (e, and 3>j are statistical charge and flux of the ith

particle, respectively). Each statistical parameter Uij describes the interaction of two different

anyons. In the algebraic point of view, this property will lead us to redefine the anyonic algebra

for different species of anyons.

First, let us recall in brief the crucial ingredients to construct the anyonic operators, as men-

tioned in the paper [17]. There are the angle functions Q(x,y) defined on the two-dimensional

lattice. We choose one cut associated to each site x denoted 7X from — oo of a;-axis and we fix a

base point B at the positive infinity of x-axis. The angle function is defined as an angle under

which the oriented path Bx is seen from a point y* (see Fig.l). With y* the dual point of y



in the dual lattice Q*, such as y* = y + o* and o* = (|e, |e) is its origin (e -C 1 the lattice

spacing). With this type of cuts we fix the path orientation Bx on Q, and then the direction of

the rotation in considering the particles defined on each site of the lattice. In this case the angle

function is denoted by Qlx(x,y). We can also choose another kind denoted Qgx(x,y). Now, the

cuts 5X are defined from the positive infinity of z-axis to the dual point *x e Ct* (*x = x — o*),

and the base point will be chosen in the minus infinity of the rr-axis (see Fig.2). Consequently,

the two types of cuts j x and 5X involve an ordering and opposite ordering respectively of points

x on U, which can be described by the following proposition

< ys > x > y &•
yi,x2 =

(1)

+

X
— •

Fig.i
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Owing to equation (1) the two types of the angle function satisfy the following relations

IT, x > y

-7 r , x < y

-7 r , x > y

TT, x < y

—7r, x > y

IT, x < y

(2)

®sx (x, y) - QJy {y, x) = 0, Vx, y G ft.

Now, to redefine the anyonic operators we introduce a Jordan-Wigner transformation op-

erator as follows

£)• (x ) = e v^x (3)

where N{ (y) is the number operator of quonic system defined on the site y G fi by the quonic

creation and annihilation operators q\{x) and %(x) respectively as

q\{x)qi{x) = [Ni(x)]u

qi{x)q\{x) =
(4)

with the notation [x]i = -JZY • These quonic operators satisfy the relations

= 0

= 0 (5)

= -8ij5{x,y)qi{x)
= Sij6(x,y)ql(x)

I jf X _ y
In this equation 6(x, y) = < n . . . ̂  is the Dirac function, and we consider the deformation

I U it x ^ V

parameter k to be a root of unity, Zj = el™i, mj G N*. One can show that the irreducible

representation space (Fock space) of the quonic algebra is given by the set

Fix — {\nix > ' nix = 0) 1) •••! mi ~ 1} (6)

where the notation ix means that this Fock space is introduced in each site x of the lattice $1.

The quonic operators are also defined to satisfy the equality

which generalizes the Pauli exclusion principle! ' 1*]; w e can not find in one state more than

rrii — 1 particles of the ith kind.

The action of the generators <ft(x), qj(x) and Ni(x) on Fix is expressed by the following

equalities
Qi(x)\nix >= \nix + 1 >, qj(x)\mi - 1 >= 0

(8)
Qi{x)\nix >= [nix]i.\nix - 1 >, ft(x)|0 > = 0.



After this brief review, we can define the generalized anyonic operators by using the gener-

alized Jordan-Wigner transformation and the quonic operators on two-dimensional lattice, we

can define the generalized anyonic operators as follows

(9)
4<x°) = Vi(x)DijM>

with a = 7,5. According to the above tools, the generalized anyonic operators of kind j satisfy

[aij(xi),aik(y>r)]pijk = 0, x > y

[oJjK)'°«(?/7)]py* = °> x > V

[aij(x~t)>alk(yi)]P'ijk = ° > x > y (io)

[a\j(xi)iaik(yj)]p'ijk = 0, x > y

Vi,j,k = 1, ...,n. In this equation

Pik = lie~i(yii&'1x(x'y}~VikQ'1v(y'x'fi

and

Pijk he " •

For the kind 8 of anyons we will have the same relations but instead of p^k we write p\ -̂  and

vice-versa. Also, we can obtain the commutation relations between the different kinds of anyonic

operators. So we have

[aij (xs), aik (y7)k =0 , Var, y e Q

[oijixs),^^)^. = 6{x,y)e z*x , Vi,j,A; = l,...,n.

In this anyonic algebra, it is easy to see, that for different i all anyonic operators commute.

We can also remark that these operators satisfy

{aij(xa))mi = (ats(xtt))
mi=0 (12)

which is seen as a generalization of the hard-core condition^"1 *"].

Furthermore, we can prove that these algebraic relations are coherent with the following



equalities

aUxa)\nix > = e *** \nix

aij{xQ)\nix > = K J ^ e y*x \nix -

aij(xa)\O> = 0.

Then, owing to the above relations, we see the operators a,ij(xa) and a]j(xa) as a generalized

creation and annihilation anyonic operators respectively.

3 Anyonic Superalgebra

By considering n species of anyons which are different by fractional spin and statistics, we

generalize the definition of the anyonic operators and their algebra on two-dimensional lattice.

For this study, let us define the Fock-like space of anyonic system as the direct sum of Fock

spaces Fix denned in the equality (7). We write

p = ^S pi (14)

In this space, the vacuum state denoted by (|0))j will be described on each x on the lattice O, as

' "U \

(15)

V|0) i + n- l /

with index i = 1, ...,n of components in cyclic order.

Now, by using the generalized anyonic annihilation and creation operators in a cyclic order

we construct the generators of anyonic superalgebra on Fx as follows

Aij(xa) = aij(xa) © ai+ij{xa) 0 ... © ai_l.(n_i)j(rca)

(16)

In a straightforward calculation, we prove that these operators obey to the following com-

mutation relations
p.^ = 0 , x > y

j(^4k(yy)}PiJk=0, x>y

ijixJ, A]k{yy)]p! =0 , x > y (17)

(X 7 ) , Aik(j/7)]ppyib = 0 , x > y



— 1, ...,n, with

'pijk

Pijk =

Pi+\,jk
Pi+2,jk

pi , =

Pi+{n-\),jkJ

\

Pi+\,jk

Pi+2,jk (18)

H+l

k+2

H+n-1 '

Let us denote here that L™ = 11 , m = mom\...mn-i. The same result will be obtained for the

kind <5 by replacing P^ by P^k in (17) and vice-versa. Also, we can calculate the commutation

relations between different kinds of anyonic operators, then we get

Vx, y € ft[Aij(xs),Aik{yJ)}Li=0,

[Aij{x&),A\k{yi))Li =5(x,y)

\
(19)

where

bi+2,jk = e " ' -

and

The new operators Aij(xa) and A\j(xa) also satisfy the following nilpotency condition

(Aij(xa))
m = ( 4 ( x Q ) r = 0, m 6 N* (20)

with m = mo....mn_i.

We remark, owing to equation (13), that the action of Aij(xa) and A\AxQ) on Fx will be



given by

Aij\Xa) - 0 , A\Axa)

•"•y (.^a)

\n)i \

\\n)i+n-iJ

\n-

= A

\ n -

with

[n]ke

\
I

4 G F S U S Y

= 0

\\mi+n-i -

\\n)i+n-l/

= B

\\n

•"i+n-l.j

(21)

(22)

Now, We use the generators of anyonic superalgbebra that we discussed above to construct

the corresponding N = 2 GFSUSY. It will be the generalization of that we treated in our paper

[1]. In the present result, we consider always a two-dimensional system of different species of

anyons. So, we define the generalized supercharges of our generalized N = 2 GFSUSY on O as

follows
Qijrs(

x) = ^ij{
Qtjrs{x) = Al^

with i,j,r,s = l , . . . ,n and i ̂  r.

Using the above tools, these new superalgerbras obey to the following commutation relation

K '

LiQtirs(x)Q-irs(y) - LrQr.(y)Q±(x) = (24)



with

<*.-.•

2>X Z<X

2 > Z (25)

i+n-xix)]^^ J

here Ni(x) = a^x^aij(xa) = q\{x)qi(x).
To have an invariant expression under the hermitian conjugate we are doing this step

(26)

which is the hermitian conjugate of (24) and where Qijrs(x) are the hermitian conjugates of the

generalized supercharges Qfirs(x). We write

QijlsW =
(27)

Let us remark here that these generators satisfy

{Qtjls(x))m = (Qfjrs(x))m = 0, m = momi...mn-i.

The action of Qf^TS{x) on the associated Fock-like space that we define as

(28)

n - l

F=
i,r = 0

i ^ r

(29)

is given by the equalities

\n)i \
|n>i+i

Hi \
\n)i+l

/r+1

\ | n ) r + n _ i /

\n)r \
\n)r+\

/-i
\n-

\\n

|n

\\n)i+n-\J \\n)r+n-l/ \\n

\n

\ | n -

(30)



and their hermitian conjugate Q^rs(x) act on the Fock like-space

F'= 0 (Frx®(Fix)
r=0
i ^ r

as follows

\n)i \

|n)r+n-i/ \|n)i+n_i/

= E
| n - 1)r + l

\|n)r+n_i/ \ \n)i+n-\

= F

\\n-

\n+

V|n

where

c =
[n]ke

(31)

)i+l

(32)

\n ~ l)i+i

! E

Now we express the GFSUSY Hamiltonian operator of the present system as the sum

of the equalities (24) and (26), then we get

-> - B f
(33)

10



Since we have the following relation

t^(s)],r.

we write ._ . ,
,A-Ni{x)

(34)

*-i(x)
(35)

Thus the equality (33) will be rewritten as

H(x) = (BrLi + B~

-(BiLr+Bf1Jr)\Xi+1(x)]Li+l,

where
i

h+i

(36)

(37)

^ h+n-l '

In equation (36), H{x) is interpreted as a Hamiltonian operator describing an anyonic system,

where the GFSUSY is realized by different kinds of anyons. For this construction we have chosen

a set of different species of anyons. Each kind is characterized by several statistical parameters

depending on its non-trivial interaction with others.

Concluding remarks

To summarize, the FSUSY was discussed in paper [1] for a system consisting of two different

anyons described by the same fractional statistics. To generalize this investigation, we considered

one combined system of different species of anyons characterized by several seperate fractional

statistics, where each fractional statistics describes two different kinds of anyons non-trivially

interacting. Thus our study was based on the generalization of the anyonic algebra which gave

a superalgebra describing all kinds of anyons characterized by different fractional statistics.
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